
 

 
 
 

Round # 1, CMA Hare Scrambles Series  
May 25, 2008, Port Colborne Hare Scrambles 

 
Sunny and 20 Deg weather and dry course drew 153 
rider entries split between 10 classes to compete along 
the banks of the Welland Canal in Port Colborne, Ontario.  
The CMA Hare Scramble series kicked off with the first of 
its 9 round National Series on a 12.6 km long loop of 
technical woods riding, typical Welland mud ditch 
crossings, high-speed open sections rocks, roots laid out 
by the Niagara Timberline Riders Motorcycle club.  To 
add some Enduro-cross flavour and to test skill and 
stamina, Race boss Steve Young placed a couple of 
large log obstacles in plain view of the scoring barrels for 
lap scoring volunteers and  spectators amusement. 

 
 

The featured Pro race, a 2-½ test 
along the banks of the St. 
Lawrence Seaway aka the “H2O 
Highway” utilizing some of the 
Niagara Region East side Trail 
multi-use recreational trail. 
The $50 hole shot award in the 
Pro class was picked up by Arron 
Wilkins who jumped out early and 
got around the cedar bush just a 
wheel length ahead of the 2008 
GAS GAS EC 300 piloted by pro 
title contender # 4 Mike VandenHoek.  

Jake Stapleton         Mike VandenHoek 
     
       
  Contrary to his race strategy, VandeHoek blew by Wilkins and took off to an early lead into the 
second corner wanting to make precious time on Jake Stapleton who’s four stroke didn’t fire at the 
drop of the flag.   
 
Shortly into the first lap, VendeHoek missed some course markers and him self off the course and 
dropping well behind the lead pack.  2007 Championship runner up # 2 Brian Wojnarowskii rounded 
the first lap and entered the scoring barrels in the lead, followed by Arron, Wilkins and Jake 
Stapleton in 3rd who had worked his way up from dead last.  With VandenHoek over a minute behind 
the leaders back in 7th with his work cut out to catch the lead pack. 
Lap two found Stapleton working his way into the lead and building a gap on VandenHoek who was 
now in third and trailing Wojnarowski by 40 seconds.  
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VandenHoek entered the scoring barrels after lap 5 right on Wojnarowski’s wheel, Lap 6 
VandenHoek over took Wajanouski and build a 1 minute gap on the Yamaha rider and had his 
sights still set on Stapleton riding 1:30 ahead.  Lap 7 VandeHoek closed the gap by 15 seconds, the 
eighth and final lap GAS GAS rider VandenHoek slipped back to finish 1:30 behind the overall 
winner Stapleton. 
 
 
Results 
 
Pro 
1. Jake Stapleton 
2. Mike VandenHoek GAS GAS 
3. Brian Wojnarowski 
4. Arron Wilkins 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mike VandenHoek    Mike VandenHoek, Jake Stapleton, Brian Wojnarowski 
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